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Reviewer's report:

I think the manuscript is improved and better understood after revision. The results may apply to clinical practice to predict relapse. The author also had intact data with long term follow up and is worth to be published. However, I remain curious about the details of statistical analysis and suggest to clarify the methodology of statistical analysis more clearly before publish. Bellows are my understandings and questions of the statistical analysis methods. If I misunderstand author's study designs, please clarify in the manuscripts.

The author used the survival curves (Kaplan-Meier estimators) to predict disease progression as in Villar's study (Villar, 2011). The cut-off value in the Villar's survival curve is "> 3.5%" (percentage of CD5+ B lymphocytes), which is based on mean +/- 2 standard deviations (SD) of the percentage of blood B lymphocyte (CD5+) of the control group. In this study, the cut-off value in survival curve is chosen by the results of different ROC curves (at base line or different time-points?). The author used three indicators in ROC curve. (a) the population relative value, (b) the population relative value change compared to baseline and (c) the population relative value change compared to a measurement one year before.

1. Is "population relative value" means percentage of different lymphocyte at base line? For example, in Figure 1, threshold of value: 9.05% is gotten by percentage of CD19 lymphocyte (CD19 lymphocyte/total lymphocyte) at base line? Please clarity in the manuscript. As I understood, the author used this threshold or cut-off value (gotten from the data at base line) to check "every time-point a cohort of patients" (ex: in Figure 1, in 12 months, 59 patients' CD 19 lymphocyte/total lymphocyte > 9.05%, in 24 months, 38 patients' CD 19 lymphocyte/total lymphocyte > 9.05%). Is this method reasonable? Can we use threshold gotten by ROC curve from the data at base line to check different time-point? (ex: 6 months, 12 months from base line, et al.) or we need to use different threshold chosen from data from different time-point (ex: in 12M, in 24M, in 36 M or in 48M) in the survival curve of different time-points? Please explain in discussion. What is the meaning of survival curve checked in 48 M? 48 month seems is the end of study.

2. In the indicator of "ratio vs BL", is the thresholds in ROC curve gotten from "every time-point" or only the "ratio (data in 12M) vs BL"? For example, is threshold 1.638 in Figure 1 gotten from the data of ratio (at 12M) vs BL? Did the survival curve of ratio vs BL in 24 M,
36M, 48 M use the same threshold? In Figure 1, total patients number of "value in 48 M" is 181 (21+160), but the total patients number of "ratio vs BL in 48 M" is 165 (80+85). What is the reason of this discrepancy?

3. In the indicator of "ratio vs LY", is the threshold of survival curve different in different time points (in 12M, in 24M, in 36M, in 48M)? How to get the threshold 0.808 in Figure 1? Is the threshold 0.808 gotten from the data of "ration vs LY (12M vs base line)"? In my understanding, the threshold or the data of "ratio vs LY in 12M", "ratio vs LY in 24M", "ratio vs LY in 36M", and "ratio vs LY in 48 M" should be different? Again, if this is reasonable to use the same cuff-off value or threshold in the survival curve in different time-points?

4. The patients received natalizumab, fingolimod, and copaxone were excluded from this study as author mentioned. Please emphasize in the manuscript.

There are some minor questions:

1. In table 1a, 104 patients with relapse at 48 months. However, in result (page 6, line 9), 114 patients experienced the second clinical attack at 48 months. Which data is correct?

2. I think table 2a, b provide similar information as table 1a,b and maybe redundant.

3. Page 9, line 40: 9.5) should be 9.5%?

Thanks for the author's explanations.
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